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TAYLOR'S VERSIONTAYLOR'S VERSION
Taylor Swift seems to proceeding on her
journey of breaking records as her re-
imagined version of ‘1989’ or '1989
(Taylor's Version)' has broken another
record on Spotify. The song has made
Swift, the most-streamed artist in a single
day, according to the platform. Spotify
has also said that the latest version of the
album ‘1989’ has also outpaced the
record of her previously re-released
project 'Speak Now (Taylor's Version),’
with a significant difference. 'Speak Now
(Taylor's Version)’ took a couple of days
to reach the top spot but this latest
project did that in less than a day. Such
faster and more widespread buzz is re-
establishing Taylor Swift’s career with a
blended essence of folk and pop.  Spotify
is known for offering record-breaking
statistics a music project outperforms. It is
a pretty standard practice to let the
listeners know. However, they did
disclose any numbers of specific figures
regarding the overall streaming numbers.
The platform also mentioned that the
new Vault track, 'Slut! (Taylor’s Version)'
has created another milestone by making
its debut at No. 1 in the US with 5.2
million streams and around the globe, it
has gathered more than 11.3 million
streams. Considering the ranking on
global charts; the non-Vault track, 'Style
(Taylor’s Version)’ is also putting up a
strong debut with more than 11.6 million
streams. 
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World Music

Selena Gomez Joins Coldplay And H.E.R On Stage For A
Surprise Live Performance Of ‘Let Somebody Go’

Selena Gomez surprised Coldplay
fans and the live audience at the
band’s Los Angeles gig with a
special appearance. On Sunday
evening, October 1st, the band
performed at the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena, California where the
members, Chris Martin and H.E.R
were joined by a special guest on
the stage. The fans and the live
audience needed to take a moment
to “Calm Down” as Selena Gomez
appeared on stage to reprise their
2021 collaboration, ‘Let Somebody
Go’. The singer came on the stage
when the song was down a couple
of verses and received loud
cheering for her appearance.

 At the beginning of the song, Chris
welcomed two super fans, a pair of
sisters who came to watch the show
on stage. The younger one from the

sister duo had a fan sign that requested
the song, 'Let Somebody Go' to be added
to the set list of that night as Chris
commented, "Right now, you two
represent the whole audience." "This
song you've chosen, we used to play it a
bit. But when we recorded it, we
recorded it with Selena Gomez," Chris
added. "She was very gracious when she
came to the studio and made the song
so much better, but we never get to sing
it with her. Please forgive me if it
doesn't sound quite as good as the
record."

During the performance, H.E.R. joined
the stage to sweeten the deal, however,
the real and loud cheering came along
when Selena Gomez appeared from the
back of the stage. Featuring the
highlights of the event, Selena added
"Thank you @coldplay
@hermusicofficial for an amazing
night"

 on her Instagram story. Their
collaboration was featured on the
ninth studio album of Coldplay.
The story highlights featured
Gomez walking on the stage with a
big smile as she joined Chris Martin
and H.E.R. with loud cheers from
the crowd. The 31-year-old 'Wolves'
singer was wearing a black bodycon
dress with long sleeves and the
look was completed with detailed
silver lining on the hip and black
lace tights.

She also posted a mirror selfie on
Instagram showing off the attire
which she captioned, "Thank you
@coldplay @hermuiscofficial for
an amazing night!". The Only
Murders in the Building actor gave
this live performance after a month
after her newly released track,
'Single Soon'. 
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World Music

Cardi B
Claps Back
At Kanye
West
Calling Her
An
“Illuminati
Plant”
Cardi B has recently responded to
Kanye West calling her an
"Illuminati plant" in a now-deleted
tweet. The comment was made on
an old resurfaced leaked segment
from an unreleased 2018
documentary. West, who is legally
known as Ye was seen on a phone
call where he claims that the
'Bodak Yellow' rapper is an industry
plant planted in the industry by
Illuminati. The Chicago native
claimed that Cardi's career and her
rise to fame was not organic but it
has been orchestrated and
supported by a larger entity. In the
clip, the 46-year-old artist also
named music industry exec Corey
Gamble, who is the partner of his
ex-wife Kim Kardashian's mother
Kris Jenner, to be an operative for
the CIA. 
 
Cardi has now responded to this
claim by sharing another old clip
on Twitter in a now-deleted tweet.
The 'WAP' singer responded to this
claim with Ye's own words in a 2022
clip where he spoke highly of
Cardi's talents in an interview with

Jason Lee from Hollywood
Unlocked. Ye championed Cardi
whom he collaborated with in 'Hot
Shit' in 2022 from when she was
on the VH1 reality series 'Love &
Hip-Hop: New York'. West
commented "I always believed in
her since she was on the show"
which Cardi uploaded with a red
heart emoji which is now deleted
from Twitter. In the old clip from
his 2018 documentary, West was
seen saying "She doesn't write her
raps. She's just there to sound as
ignorant as possible." and making
songs like "F*** them and get
some money." West who is now
staying out of the spotlight since
the last time he was making
headlines for his anti-semitic
remarks made headlines once
again for this resurfaced clip
where he also claimed: "She has
literally replaced Nicki Minaj,
purposely that they put her there,
and now she doesn't know what to
do, and she has no idea what the
fuck is going on." He claimed that
Cardi B is not aware of the
behind-the-scenes and other
endeavors by higher powers that
have ensured her success in the i

ndustry. He further commented,
"She thinks it's just a blessing from
the universe - it ain't no blessing
from the fucking universe".

Cardi B is not the only female
successful singer who has been
accused of being an industry plant or
has been attacked by Kanye West.
According to Urban Dictionary, an
industry plant is someone "who has
Major/Indie Label backing their
movement but presents themselves
as a "home grown start-up" label to
create a pseudo organic following."
other female performers including
Billie Eilish, H.E.R. Katy Perry, and
recently Ice Spice has also been
accused of being an industry plant.
However, Cardi's reaction and
comeback to this claim has now
been deleted from her X account
(formerly known as Twitter).
Another mentioned rapper on the
clip, Nicki Minaj is still yet to
comment on Ye's claim.
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Artist Spotlight

Interleaved Is
Impressing
Audiences
With the New
Dream Rock
Track
‘Condescend’ 
Making the subgenre of dream rock
more mainstream, the 2-man band
Interleaved released the official
music video of ‘Condescend’.
 

The music genre of Rock is one of
the most popular musical genres in
the world which has provided an
alternative way to escape for the
listeners. With so many different
artists making music in this genre
has led to the forming of many
subgenres of rock music. One of
these is dream rock which is
relatively new and emphasizes the
sonic texture and atmosphere. Now
making this subgenre more
mainstream, a two-man
band, Interleaved has been
releasing incredibly dynamic music.
The band’s newest release is the
official music video
of ‘Condescend’ which is officially
available on YouTube. The music
video has already gathered more
than ten thousand views on the
platform, showing the love and
appreciation viewers and listeners
are giving to the artist and their
newest creation.

Coming from the US, this two-man
band has been developing music for
quite some time, and in this short
period, it has gained massive
support from the audiences.

Focused on the unique concepts
for the music videos, most of the
tracks of this band present an
eccentric point of view to them.
Intending to make dream rock
music subgenre mainstream, the
band has been gaining support
from listeners with every release.
Since the announcement of this
official video, people have been
quite excited and the track was
indeed released with open arms.

The band, Interleaved includes
two men and this formation is
new to the world of music. United
the passion for the art form and
the ardor for creating musical
pieces have made them work
together on different projects. The
band has been released under the
record label Imagen Records, this
band is made of a producer and
multi-instrumentalist, Pat Deeb,
and the main vocalist, Andrew
Licht. Occasionally, on different
compositions, these two
collaborate with guest drummer
Morgan Rose from Sevendust. The
band has also released other

 tracks like ‘Pulling On That Thread
(feat. Morgan Rose)’, and ‘Break The
Slate (feat. Morgan Rose)’, which are
now available on YouTube.

The subgenre of rock music, dream
rock comprises different elements
from different genres like Pop, Rock,
Alternative, and Ethereal
compositions. Similarly, this new
composition
of ‘Condescend’ transcends through
different genres, presenting a unique
and unrepeatable sound to the
audience. Created around themes
like “melancholy, vulnerability, and
a resonant undercurrent of
defiance”, the song is sure an
emotional rollercoaster for the
viewers. The music video also
presents unusual visuals that are
primarily focused on tales of murder
and emotions.

You can now watch the video
on YouTube and follow the band
on Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Apple
Music, and the website for more
details.
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World Music

Ed
Sheeran’s
‘Perfect’
Soccer
Club
Rendition
Hooks The
Internet
Even hard-core soccer lovers can’t
resist the charm of Sheeran’s
‘Perfect’ magic. In the midst of
Sheeran’s latest ‘Not-so-Perfect’
album release, the British singer is
doing everything in his power to
make this work. From gate crashing
a wedding to this impressive
glimpse of him singing with a
group of footballers at the Ipswich
Town Football Club, this is his
hometown soccer club and this
video wins over the internet, yet,
‘Autumn Variation’ has proven to
be variation-less.

The town TV caught the footage of
the moment when Sheeran and the
soccer players were singing in the
locker room. The go-to hangout
place was filled with the chorus
singing the lines of ‘Perfect’. Being
around the bashful singer, everyone
started to sing the song on top of
their voices. They surrounded him
and embraced each other lifted
their hands in the air and sang the
song. In the later part of the clip,
Sheeran was seen making a video of
this holding his mobile out in the
front.

He also donated a guitar to Town
TV and the signing of the guitar
was also been recorded on camera.
During this “Magical” visit of the
singer to the football club he also
received a soccer shirt gifted by
the players. These appearances
are working as promotions for his
latest album. The album has
received diverse reactions from
the audience, unlike his previous
releases which have complete
surrender from his audience. In
one of his recent interviews,
Sheeran stated that he has no
intentions to work under his label
from now on, he is only publishing
his music through his
independent label, Gingerbread
Man Records.

The singer said, “Each record
before I’ve done, like, all the big
going in and doing all these
radiointerviews, and going on the
late-night shows, and doing,
doing all this stuff. And this
record, there’s not even a single
for it. There’s not, there’s not a
music video. I’m just putting it
out.”

From weddings to smoking weed, the
drastic transition of Ed Sheeran has
wooed his audience; even though his
last release got polarizing reactions
he continued to promote his album.
He performed ‘Magical’ for a
newlywed after gate crashing their
wedding. In another recent video, he
was seen alongside Snoop Dog
smoking weed. The singer also
shared a story on Conan O’Brien’s
Needs a Friend podcast released this
Tuesday.

On the meeting with Spoon, he says,
“They’re really cool. I don’t really
smoke at all and I was in the
dressing room and they’re just blunt
for blunt for blunt and I’m like, I
guess at some point in the night I
have to just to be like, ‘I smoked
with Snoop Dogg.’ So I was having
this conversation with him and I was
like this is good, like a good
memory.”
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World Music

RIHANNA AND A$AP ROCKY SPOTTED IN NYC
AS THE COUPLE WENT OUT TO CELEBRATE

HIS 35TH BIRTHDAY
A$AP Rocky and Rihanna have been seen recently in New York
City. The couple went out to celebrate the 35th birthday of A$AP
Rocky at Carbone in NYC. Both of them are found in chic clothes
who never miss any chance to pull out some real fashion. Rihanna
created her look with a black tulle top with a pair of sleek pants
and boots along with a bomber jacket. Along with that, she pulled
out the look with a bun and glowy makeup with some signature
lip gloss and sunglasses. The jaw-dropping look has set the
internet on fire instantly.On the other hand, Rocky wore a boxy
plaid blazer on a gray crewneck sweatshirt with an Oxford shirt
and a gray tie. He has also accessorized his look with a large
bubblegum-pink tote bag that stole the show. He also used pearl-
covered barrettes in his hair to enhance his look, which also
matched his pearly clip-on earrings. He has also enhanced his
look with a pair of light wash baggy jeans and chunky boots. In
this outfit, Rocky is giving the fashion of vintage and future at the
same time.

The new parents have turned every camera towards them with
their bold looks. Their unique and elegant look has really
amazedthe onlookers. The couple celebrated the night just right
two months after they welcomed their second child Riot Rose. 

It came to know that the name Riot refers to
Rocky’s new song ‘RIOT (Rowdy Pipe’n)’. In this
song, he also sang ‘Luxe balm up in my palm/
Newcollab’ with my baby mom’.

While talking about the newborn Rihanna said
that now she feels that ‘her family is now
complete’. Another source also said ‘it’s
something she’s always wanted’. Just like the
parents, Riot is also serving some great looks in
his first public photos in a baby pink onesie. It
can be said that he is already walking in his
parents’ footsteps.

Rihanna and A$AP Rocky’s firstborn RZA was
also first seen in pink. Then later when Rihanna
was asked why she dresses his children in pink
and floral dresses, the Fenty founder said ‘I like
to dress him in things that don't look like baby
clothes…I like to push it. I put him in floral
stuff. I put him in hot pink. I love that’.
The artist has also said ‘I think that fluidity in
fashion is best…I always shop in the men's
department, you know’. There is no question in
the perception of fashion to Rihanna. Her take
on fashion has the potential to create a buzz on
the internet. In the recent photographs of the
couple, they have won everyone’s hearts.
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World Music

‘Swalla’ Singer Sued By Emaza Gibson For Seducing Her Forcefully

Emaza Gibson, the aspiring singer
claimed that the ‘Glad U Came’
singer Jason Derulo forced her to
have sexual intercourse with him
right after Gibson signed to his
record label. However later, he let
her go as she constantly denied
having physical intercourse.
Gibson, now 25 accused the
‘Wiggle’ singer of telling her if she
wanted to be successful in the
music industry, she “would be
required to partake in ‘goat skin
and fish scales,’ which is a Haitian
reference referring to conducting
sex rituals, sacrificing a goat, goat
blood and doing cocaine.'”

Ron Zambrano, Gibson’s attorney
stated, ‘Mr. Derulo’s behavior
toward this young artist was
despicable,’ continued saying, ‘He
not only broke promises and
breached contracts, but his threats
of physical harm and
unconscionable sexual advances
toward this young woman who is
just trying to break into the
industry were outrageous and

illegal.’

However, the representative of the
‘Savage Love’ singer did not accept the
allegations that were stated in the
complaint, saying, ‘These claims are
completely false and hurtful," the
statement read. "I stand against all
forms of harassment and remain
committed to supporting people chasing
their dreams. I strive to live my life in a
positively-impacting way, so I am deeply
offended by these defamatory
allegations.’

The singer also stated in 2021
September that she was given
‘inappropriately large amounts of
alcohol’ at an ongoing recording
session, and had to drink as she felt
‘pressure’. Gibson also shared that she
talked with the ‘Talk Dirty’ singer
regularly over text message to schedule
record sessions but the singer invited
her for drinks and dinner ‘repeatedly’.
However, she refused to meet him
outside work as she wanted to keep the
relationship professional only. She
further claimed during a meeting in

New York, she encountered another
female performer who also claimed
that she was there as Derulo tried
seducing the lady.

Moreover, Gibson stated that after
she met ‘that’ lady she went to
confront the 34-year-old singer but
he instantly lost his cool and
started hitting his armrests
aggressively and screamed, ‘What
does she have to do with you!? We
weren’t going to tell you anything!
We don’t have to tell you anything!’
In addition to that, She shared that
she was suffering from post-
traumatic stress disorder and
required medical help for
‘breakdowns, weight loss,
insomnia, mood swings,
hopelessness, loss of motivation…
[and] feelings of betrayal and
deception’ after Derulo seduced her
forcefully.
Well, Harris, Atlantic and RCA
Records representatives of the
‘Watcha Say?’ singer denied
comment about the matter till now.
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World Music

‘Obsessed’ Singer Kenya Grace Sets The Internet On Fire With Her Viral Hit
‘Strangers’

As Doja Cat denied Kenya Grace on
multiple occasions, the British
musician Kenya Grace appears all
set for her debut on the singles
chart of the U.K. Born in South
Africa, the artist was brought up in
the United Kingdom and now rules
the midweek chart with her latest
fiery drop ‘Strangers’, marking her
first ever major label and debut in
trans-Atlantic hit.

The ‘Tell Me Why’ singer seems all
ready to conquer her first official
Top Five singles along with
‘Strangers’ this week. The large
label debut gained a major pull on
social media and could have
managed to brag nine spots to the
new high of number three.

Meanwhile, ‘For All The Dogs’
artist Drake is marking his
achievements high on the midweek
U.K. albums survey and he is all set
to gain his sixth No. 1. The

influence of 'For All The Dogs’ can be
felt at the U.K. singles survey. The track
‘First Person Shooter’ stars J. Cole,
‘IDGAF’, and ‘Virginia Beach’ feature
Yeat are likely to be in the top 10.

In the meantime, Doja Cat’s five-week
ruling is near to end as ‘Paint the Town
Red’ falls from 1 to 12 on the chart.
Additionally, Brighton, England founded
an alt-pop band named Lovejoy which
would demand to be on the U.K. top 40
single with ‘Normal People Things’
followed up by ‘Call Me What You Like’
which secured its position at No. 32 in
February.

Well, Casso, D-Block Europe, RAYE’S
‘Prada’ (Ministry of Sound) climbed up
from fourth position to second on the
Official chart update, and ‘Greedy’
(Ministry of Sound) marked its place
from fifth to third in the chart. Last but
not least, Jennie is keeping her eye on a
maiden solo top 40 appearance with
‘You & Me’, though she does have a

ppeared earlier on the Official
Singles Chart with ‘Solo’.

After making her first-ever
appearance on the Billboard chart,
the ‘Tell Me Why’ singer achieves
another first after her coronation
on the Billboard Hot 100 chart. The
singer and songwriter debuts with
her hit ‘Strangers’ which was
released on 1st of September under
Warner Records. The song managed
to enter at No. 88 carrying 6.4
million U.S. streams as per the
reports by Luminate. Earlier it
gathered a 41,000 airplay audience
and 1,000 downloads were sold in
September. Well, TikTok has been a
leading element in the growing
profiles of songs. As a part of
‘Stranger’ is used in more than
570,000 snippets on the platform
till now, Grace herself has posted a
video that garnered more than 35
million plays.
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Event News

Taylor
Swift’s ‘The
Eras Tour’
Film is
Arriving a
Day Early,
Surprising
the Swifties
Good News for the fans as Taylor
Swift’s ‘The Eras Tour’ Film is
arriving early for “unprecedented
demand” and the World Premier
already took place. Let’s see what
the singer said.

An amazing surprise made all the
Swifties go crazy as Taylor Swift’s
‘Eras Tour’ concert film is all set to
arrive a day early. Offering early
access for the people in America
and Canada; the announcement
came out on Wednesday and
created a huge buzz among the
fans.

The singer wrote “PREMIERE DAY,”
on social media along with a snap
of her outfit for the Los Angeles
film premiere. She added, “Andddd
I can’t really wrap my head around
this but…. Look what you
genuinely made me do: Due to
unprecedented demand we’re
opening up early access showings
of The Eras Tour Concert Film on
THURSDAY in America and
Canada!! “

Swift further added, “As in…

 TOMORROW. We’re also adding
additional showtimes Friday and
throughout the weekend. All
tickets will be available by 10am
tomorrow morning. And it’ll be
showing starting Friday in 90
countries all over the world.”

Her gratitude towards Swifties was
clear as she wrote “I can’t thank
you enough for wanting to see this
film that so vividly captures my
favorite adventure I’ve ever been a
part of: The Eras Tour. And the
best part is, it’s an adventure we’re
still on together.” Lastly, she
added, “Getting in the car now,”
before leaving for the
Wednesday’s big event.

When it comes to this upcoming
concert film, it has already broken
records befor

e its release. Previously, AMC
Theaters said that it had smashed
the theater chain’s record for
single-day advance ticket sales.
AMC claimed that The Eras Tour

brought in $26 million in revenue
within one day after the tickets went
live on sale. It has surpassed the
chain’s previous record of $16.9
million which happened during the
release of ‘Spider-Man: No Way
Home’ within a short duration of
three hours only.

The Eras Tour film is all set to
release in more than 4,000 theaters.
Before its release, AMC is preparing
itself through team meetings and
strict protocols of crowd
management for the rowdy fans and
concert-going culture that is widely
prevailing among pop lovers. Eager
fans or Swifties will be gathering for
this grand release from across the
countries.

The early release of the film is taking
place due to “unprecedented
demand” among fans around the
world. The World Premier for The
Eras Tour film took place at the AMC
The Grove 14 in Los Angeles on
October 11.
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Event News

Old
Dominion
Joins The
No Bad
Vibes Tour
At The
Crypto.Com
Arena,
Ending On
October 27
Time to enjoy the exciting country
flavors by Old Dominion as this
five-piece band is all set to perform
at the Crypto.com Arena in Los
Angeles, on October 27.

The enthralling five-piece country
music group Old Dominion is ready
to create another buzz among the
fans as the band is preparing for
their performance on the No Bad
Vibes Tour. The last day of the
event is taking place at the
Crypto.com Arena on October 27,
this Friday. Fans are ready to hit
the arena in Los Angeles and the
anticipation is high!
The frontman Ramsey expresses
the fact that he along with the four
members of the brand are feeling
quite good by finding a new sense
of comfort in their creative process,
stage presence, and performing
together. After spending 16 years,

 each member of the band is
capable of captivating the
audiences effortlessly with no
room for error. For them, “all
flows naturally, devoid of any
sense of effort or strain.”
The sense of comfort with ease
and flow is also vividly noticeable
in the new 18-track LP that offers
some of the most exciting country
singles such as “Easier Said With
Rum,” “Ain’t Got A Worry”, “I
Should Have Married You,” etc to
name some. However, the song
that created the most buzz is
nothing but the “Memory Lane.”
It captured the No. 1 spot on
country radio and now that song
can be heard live on stage with No
Bad Vibes Tour.

The Old Dominion also known as
the Academy of Country Music
Awards Group of the Year started
as a collective of aspiring
songwriters in Nashville. However,
their passion brought them
together Ramsey explained how it
turned into a close-knit family.
Previously, the bank only focused
on radio plays but now it is time
for their individual stories to

 grow. “Break Up with Him” off the
sophomore album and ‘Meat and
Candy’ (2015) are two highly
acclaimed musical projects by this
band that prove their superiority. It
was the first Billboard No.1 hit by
the band that turned their musical
career on the route to success.

The fifth studio album by the band,
‘Memory Lane’ is going to be
another successful milestone on
their musical journey that offers
something different than their
classic country flavors. Listeners find
the taste of electric guitar solo as
well as the sensuality of R&B
through this album.

Ramsey said, “It’s pretty obvious in
this record that we feel a lot more
confident in our abilities as
musicians and as a band.” The
confidence reflects organically as the
artist said, “we just feel really good
about who we are as people and this
stage of life.”
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Music Review
Brilliant rapper Yo Yo
Honey Singh makes an epic
comeback with the
gorgeous music video
‘KALAASTAR’, leaving the
fans' minds blown.
Sonakshi steals the
audience.

Phenomenal Rapper Yo Yo
Honey Singh is back with a
bang! Well, the award-
winning artist is far from a
stranger to the game of
fame. With each of his
exceptional projects, he
showed his ability to
intertwine talent and
professionalism. Enter this
latest masterpiece, born in
Punjabi the majestic rapper
was highly passionate
about music and followed
his passion with sheer
dedication and hard work.
Strong grooves have long
been a calling card of the
profound rapper, the
Punjabi singer, and
songwriter forever
improving his skill set while
maintaining a clear love for
the very process of creating
music and integrity.

Promising captivating
hooks and unrivaled vocal
rhythm throughout the
musical ‘KALAASTAR’ offer
a smooth set of addictive
earworms, offers a dash of
familiar influence. The trap
repeats from the outset,
lays the foundation, and
boosts the vibe with an
anthemic dose of swagger
and confidence to meet
with the fast pace of the
soundscape.

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

YO YO HONEY SINGH
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STUNNING MUSIC VIDEO
‘KALAASTAR’
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Well, it’s been a few days since the soundtrack was
released and it is already trending on almost every
platform. Netizens are heaping praise on the artist for
his electrifying comeback. The banging music video
‘KALAASTAR’ is the extension of Sonakshi Sinha,
popular as an Indian movie star, and Yo Yo Honey
Singh’s previous music video ‘Desi Kalaakar’ which was
quite a hit at the box office and created a sensation at
the internet for its infectious and groovy music tunes
and gritty and simple lyricism.

The music video continues in a true story-telling
fashion, the prolific rapper captures the essence of the
modern hip-hop arrangement and some exotic visuals
as the actress and Honey Singh play the role of lovers,
fighting against the odds but in style! The marvelous
musician closes things down with smooth tones and
real-world sounds. The music video offers a heavy hip-
hop rhythm that runs alongside a boundless
uninhabited rap performance.

The whole structure of the
musical video is beautifully
crafted and consistently on
point. The music video
smartly captures a
contemporary sentiment of
how to own your style while
performing a catchy pop hit
loaded with charm and
confidence. However, the
fans admitted that just
listening to the profound
musician’s voice surely hits
hard with loaded nostalgia.
The way he manages to
keep things simple yet
stunning truly deserves to
be recognized more and
more. The groundbreaking
rapper has delivered
numerous fiery tracks that
have created a buzz over
the music industry such as
‘Sunny Sunny’, ‘Dheere
Dheere’, ‘Blue Eyes’, ‘Lungi
Dance’ and the list will go
on. You will get all of his
uplifting earworms on
every major platform,
follow the brilliant creator
to learn more about his
upcoming stunning
projects.
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Music Review
Doja Cat shows her musical
magic through the latest
music video of ‘Agora Hills’,
the ninth track from her
latest album ‘Scarlet; which
offers a total of 15 tracks. 

Days are passing by and
fans are witnessing Doja’s
evolution through her life
and musical journey. Until
now, it was considered
another layer of boujee
energy that most female
rappers possess. However,
Doja Cat’s recent works
prove to be more than that!
It is incredible to witness
this rapper and versatile
music artist’s dynamic
auras blending with each
other and offering a
musical experience that
stays with a long-lasting
impact. Her latest track
‘Agora Hills’ is one the
finest examples of her
creation which is currently
creating a huge buzz in the
music industry. It is the
ninth track from Doja’s
recent album ‘Scarlet’ that
has already garnered more
than 12 million views on
YouTube right now.

Vibrant and highly
infectious, this latest single
by Doja offers a fine blend
of hip-hop, R&B, and pop
that sounds catchy along
with an enticing musical
soundscape. It is not
required to say that Doja’s
enigmatic personality is
what adds the creative layer
to her songs; making it
more exciting and
intriguing at the same time.

The track starts with an
atmospheric intro that sets

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

‘AGORA HILLS’ BY DOJA
CAT IS A CINEMATIC

MASTERPIECE
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the mood for the whole track. Cat creatively utilizes her
smooth and sultry vocals which not only make the
lyrical approach sound more interesting but hypnotic
too. While there is sadness, there is plenty of romantic
essence as well when Doja sings, “Kissin’ and hope they
caught us, whether they like or not, I wanna show you
off.” Starting from youthful infatuation to a proud
display of love; the song is quite captivating for all. Doja
is a creative genius who knows how to playfully dabble
between her menacing rapping and sensual singing of

 R&B. She effortlessly
switches between rapping
and singing which makes
her singles even more
catchy and enjoyable.

The official music video of
‘Agora Hills’ is more like a
cinematic masterpiece that
is filled with plenty of
aesthetic and trippy
elements; offering an
enveloping trance-like
effect. The track explores
the excitement and
emotions of a blossoming
romance along with a
modern-day love story and
admiration.

Quite undeniably, Doja
added more energy to the
track with her charismatic
personality along with the
music video that is slightly
hellish and depicts an
imaginary land of Agora
Hills. Directed by Hannah
Lux Davis and Doja Cat
herself; this masterful
creation is gathering a lot
of attention from around
the world. The album
‘Scarlet’ offers a total of 15
highly engaging songs and
‘Agora Hills’ is one of the
best among them. Check
the latest songs on major
music platforms.
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Music News

Dolly
Parton’s
Upcoming
Album
‘ROCKSTAR’
Will Be
Released At
Cinemas
Worldwide
Dolly Parton’s highly anticipated
album ‘ROCKSTAR’ is coming to
theatres, releasing worldwide. On
the 15th of November, the
‘ROCKSTAR: The Global First
Listen Event will be available in
your nearby cinemas. Apart from
witnessing “selections” from the
music catalog of this humongous
country music legend, this show is
going to be a star-studded affair.

This is going to be a rock album of
this country music legend, with
never-seen-before performances of
a holiday song ‘Circle Of Love’ and
an exceptional performance of ‘9 to
5’. In the running minutes, there
will also be an exclusive interview
with the ‘Jolene’ hitmaker.
“I am excited to know that my fans
around the world will be able to
come together and be the first to
hear a sneak peek of my Rockstar
album,” she said, “I am so proud of
this music, and I am humbled by all
the wonderful artists who joined

 me. I cannot wait for people to
hear it!”

According to sources, the 77-year-
old musician will be donating the
profits of the show to various
causes. From ticket sales to the
non-profit children’s music
charitable trust, Music Will, and
their international associate
organizations advocate the
importance of musical education
amongst children.

Right after she was inducted into
the “Rock and Roll Hall of Fame”,
she promised to make a rock
record. And now as she is about to
release this rock album she says,
“I’m so excited to finally present
my first Rock and Roll album,
Rockstar”.

As per her statement, “I am very
honored and privileged to have
worked with some of the greatest
iconic singers and musicians of all
time, and to be able to sing all the
iconic songs throughout the album
was a joy beyond measure. I hope
everybody enjoys the album

as much as I’ve enjoyed putting it
together!” The announcement of
‘Rockstar’ came with a track list of
30 songs. In this huge catalog Dolly
has shared her musical time with Sir
Paul McCartney and Sir Ringo Starr
covering The Beatles’ classic ‘Let It
Be’. Brandi Carlile and Pink made
their appearances for the rendition
of The Rolling Stones’ ‘(I Can’t Get
No) Satisfaction’. Emmylou Harris
and Sheryl Crow are going to be her
guests for ‘You’re No Good’.
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Music News

Tiktok Is Offering Its Very First Music Festival With
Niall Horan, Charlie Puth, Cardi B, And Many

The video streaming platform TikTok is taking the initiative to
host its very first music festival for everyone. Over the years,
TikTok has become the ideal platform for trendy music. With the
help of this video streaming platform, many artists got the
opportunity to reach out to wider audiences.

It has not only helped content creators achieve success but music
artists have also gotten many advantages. Therefore, this platform
is very helpful for every kind of artist. Its ‘For You Feed’ has the
potential to garner the maximum number of audiences from all
around the world.

Currently, it is coming to know that in the ‘With In The Mix’
music festival, people will get to see performances of artists like
Charlie Puth, Niall Horan, Cardi B, Anitta, and many other leading
artists. From this fascinating lineup, everyone can understand
that the music festival will be one of a kind. This news has also
created a buzz among all the music enthusiasts.

From your For You Page to the big stage, catch your fave TikTok
artists, creators, and special guests at #TikTokInTheMix. Dec 10th
irl in Mesa, AZ, or tune in LIVE from wherever you are apart from
them, there would be many other artists who have signed up for

TikTok’s ‘Elevate Program’. Hence, artists like
Kaliii, LU KALA, Isabel LaRosa, and Sam Barber
will be there at the festival. As of now, the
authorities have said that the music festival will
be held at Sloan Park in Mesa, Arizona. And it
will be conducted on the 10th of December,
2024. The Global Head of Music Partnerships
and Programming of TikTok, Paul Hourican has
said ‘No other platform mixes music, creativity
and community like TikTok…With In The Mix,
our goal is to bring the For You feed to life for
fans at the venue and on TikTok. Our vision is to
create a show that is reimagined for the TikTok
era and our music-loving global community’.

TikTok is a great platform to gain audiences
from all around the world. And over the period
of time, it has earned a place where artists get
the opportunity to reach out to more listeners
with the help of this platform. As it has grown
at such a large scale, it can be said that the
music festival will also get much success just
like the video streaming platform.
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Music News

Adele Pays
Tribute To
F.R.I.E.N.D.S
Star
Mathew
Perry On
Her Las
Vegas
Show
The world stood still with the
demise news of celebrated
television actor Mathew Perry. On
Saturday, Perry was found dead in
the hot tub of his Los Angeles
residence. Adele had her Los Abeles
show paused for a few moments to
honor him and his works. The actor
was 54 and the world was shattered
by the demise of their beloved
Chandler Bing from F.R.I.E.N.D.S.
Adele said, “I’ll remember that
character for the rest of my life,”
referring to Perry’s “F.R.I.E.N.D.S.”
character Chandler Bing. And to
this line, the crowd at the
Colosseum at Caesars Palace
cheered along, and then, she added,
“He’s probably the best comedic
character of all time.”

Adele paused her Las Vegas show to
pay tribute to Matthew Perry, who
was found dead Saturday in L.A.
To give a touch of Halloween Adele
had dressed as Morticia Adams for
her weekend performance. 

After the pause was over she
started her celebrated number
‘When We Were Young’, as she
was two-thirds done with her
segment she worked her way
through the audience to collect
childhood memories of the
attendees of her show.

During the show she also
recollected, “One of my friends
Andrew when I was, like, 12 did
the best Chandler impression.”
Then she added, “He would do it
all the time to make us laugh and
if any of us were having a bad day
or feeling low he would just
pretend to be Chandler.”
This was very thoughtful of Adele
to address her own drinking
problem she had before and how
she stopped drinking earlier this

year. Reminiscing Perry’s issues with
alcohol and opioid addiction, he
himself has stated about this in his
2022 memoir, ‘Friends, Lovers, and
the Big Terrible Thing’.
http“He was so open with his
struggles with addiction and
sobriety, which I think is incredibly,
incredibly brave,” she added.

She has also stated, “never met
[Perry] in my life,” but she was
emotional on hearing Perry’s demise
news, like millions of people across
the globe.
Alongside Adele, Mira Sorvino and
Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau also paid tribute to Perry in
their respective shows. Apart from
that, “It’s a very emotional night” for
her as she saw her OB-GYN in the
audience, she burst into tears.
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Music News

Prolific Drummer Aaron
Spears Passed Away At
The Age Of Forty-Seven,
Ariana Grande And
Justin Bieber Shared
Condolences
Grammy-nominated drummer
Aaron Spears passed away at the
age of forty-seven, has already
garnered love and praise for his
profound skill, but friends from the
industry mourned his sudden death
Drumeo shared that Aaron
performed with several artists such
as Lady Gaga, Britney Spears, and
Miley Cyrus during his creative
journey. The majestic performer
also earned a Grammy nomination
back in 2004 for working on Usher’s
fourth studio album, ‘Confessions’.
 The artist served as James Brown’s
drummer and earned immense
respect and appreciation over the
years.

Jessica, who had been married for
eleven years to the Grammy-
nominated drummer mourned on
the sudden death of his ex-
husband, wrote, ‘Aaron was not
only an incredibly accomplished
drummer, admired by many for his
unparalleled talent and passion for
music, but he was also a devoted
father to our precious son, August,’
she continued adding, ‘His love
guidance, and warmth were the
pillars of our family, and his
absence leaves a void that words
cannot describe. We are blessed to
have him in our lives, his legacy
will live on through the beautiful
rhythms he created and the love he
shared with us.’

However she concluded her
message by sharing, ‘We appreciate
all the thoughts and prayers during
this difficult time. Please remember
Aaron for the incredible person
hewas and the amazing music he

 brought into our world.’ though
she did not mention the cause of
Aaron’s death on the internet yet.
Travis Braker, Blink-182 drummer
left a comment on Jessica's post,
saying, 'I have no words. I love you
so much my brother and will miss
you. This doesn’t seem real.
Praying for you Jessica and
August.’

The pop star and brilliant
musician Ariana Grande joined
the numerous well-wishers and
friends of Aaron from the music
industry and confessed her
tremendous grief on losing a
friend and a mate like him,
expressing, 'I can't believe this.'
She went on to write a lengthier
tribute to the phenomenal
drummer, she took her Instagram
to express her grief and shared a
black and white picture of him,
‘We were all so incredibly lucky to
know Aaron. The absolute
brightest light of a human being.
Always the kindest, always
smiling, I am so honored and
thankful that our paths crossed.’
Said that she is thankful to her
friend ‘for your utter

 brilliance, for our laughs, and for
your kindness always. I will miss
your hugs.’The hit-maker concluded
her message by writing, ‘You are so,
so loved and will be so very
missed.’Moreover, Justin Bieber
shared, ‘It’s been a painful season
for all of us,’ further added, ‘We lost
a beautiful man and inspiration to
all of us drummers. @aspears
prayers for your family and loved
ones you will be remembered and
celebrated.’

Quest love of the Roots shared a
video of Spears playing the drums,
with a heart-warming message about
his fellow musician on Instagram,
saying, 'The world lost a legend
today. Husband, father, producer
music director, leader drum god &
just a Cot damn BEAST in Aaron
Spears. You’ve seen Aaron drum
prolly 5-10 times in your life if you
attend concerts & sometimes
without knowing.  That’s how much
in demand his services were. …
Condolences to his wife, family,
community, and all who loved him
and were given joy through his
musical contributions. This is
devastating … rest in melody
brother.’
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World Music

Travis Kelce
Sings And
Dances To
Taylor Swift's
Love Story,
Creating An
‘Aww’
Moment!
The relationship between Travis
Kelce and Taylor Swift is getting
even cuter with Kelce found in the
act where he sang and danced to
‘Love Story’. A cute video went viral
soon among the fans.

The video was shot on Friday night,
where Kelce could be seen singing
along to the lyrics “Romeo, take me
somewhere we can be alone / I’ll be
waiting, all that’s left to do is run”
while swaying side-to-side in his
mood with a bottle of drink. He was
filming himself while enjoying this
2008 hit song and Swifties
speculate that perhaps he is going
to send the video to the singer.

This adorable moment took place
when Kelce enjoyed game one of
the World Series at the Texas
Rangers’ Global Life Field. In the
match, the Rangers defeated the
Arizona Diamondbacks. The Chiefs
star was also dancing to other
songs by Taylor Swift such as
‘Shake It Off’. These songs are
being played from Taylor Swift’s
recently released re-recorded
album 1989 (Taylor's Version). It
appears that the bond between
Swift and Kelce is getting deeper by
the day.

Fans are quite happy to see the
chemistry developing as they
share their thoughts through the
comments. The adorable moment
has surely melted a lot of hearts
not just of Swifties. One fan wrote,
“Oh 100% he sent it to her lol a
proud bf” while another said, “I’ll
be waiting all you have to do is
call.” Some other fans wrote, “He’s
in love too damn cute! Maybe this
cheered Taylor up!” The fans are
quite certain about this romance
as they said, “This man is in love
texting his girlfriend.” Well, there

 is no denying there’s something
cooking between them two and that
is well appreciated by all the fans.

The fans are quite enjoying the
moment amid Taylor’s sky-high
popularity with the re-release of her
old works. The latest albums have
also offered brand-new tracks from
the vault which re-energized the
fans while embracing nostalgia. The
tracks like ‘Slut!’, ‘Now That We
Don’t Talk’, ‘I Can See You’, etc are
paving a path towards more success
for the artist.

In this time of Halloween, love is in
the air and all that remains is to see
the coming days for Taylor Swift and
her very loving fans.
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TaylorSurE1989
(TenlorSVersion))Creates:
ItistimeforTaylorSwifttobreakanotherrecordwith
herlatestalbum"1989(Taylor'sVersion)'breakingall
therecordsonSpotifyandbecomingthe
most-streamedalbum.

TaylorSwiftseemstoproceedingonherjourneyofbreaking
recordsasherre-imaginedversionof'1989'or'1989
(Taylor'sVersion)'hasbrokenanotherrecordonSpotify.
ThesonghasmadeSwift,themost-streamed
artistinasingleday,accordingtotheplatform.Spotify
hasalsosaidthatthelatestversionofthealbum
'1989'hasalsooutpacedtherecordofher
previouslyre-releasedproject'SpeakNow(Taylor's
Version),'withasignificantdifference.
'SpeakNow(Taylor'sVersion)'tookacouple
ofdaystoreachthetopspotbutthis
latestprojectdidthatinlessthanaday.
Suchfasterandmorewidespreadbuzzis
re-establishingTaylorSwift'scareerwith
ablendedessenceoffolkandpop.

Spotifyisknownforofferingrecord-breaking
statisticsamusicprojectoutperforms.Itisa
prettystandardpracticetoletthelistenersknow.
However,theydiddiscloseanynumbersofspecific
figuresregardingtheoverallstreamingnumbers.
TheplatformalsomentionedthatthenewVaulttrack,
"Slut!(Taylor'sVersion)'hascreatedanothermilestone



bymakingitsdebutatNo.1intheUSwith5.2millionstreamsand
aroundtheglobe,ithasgatheredmorethan11.3millionstreams.

Consideringtherankingonglobalcharts;thenon-Vaulttrack,'Style
(Taylor'sVersion)isalsoputtingupastrongdebutwithmorethan

11.6millionstreams.

Theoriginalalbum'1989'byTaylorSwiftwasreleasedbackin
2014,thatmade"Swifties'gocrazywithsomeofthepopularhit

trackslike'BlankSpace',"ShakeItOff,'BadBlood,
•WildestDreams,'and'Style'aswell.There-recordedversion
ofthealbum'1989(Taylor'sVersion)'featuresfivemore
tracksfromthevaultotherthantheprevious16tracks.

Withacombinationofoldandnewtracks;theSwiftMagic
magicisspreadingfaracrosstheworld.Thealbum's

dominationisevidentonSpotify'sglobal
Top50chartasatotalof21tracksfromthealbum
arewithintheTop25trackschart.'1989(Taylor's

Version)isthemoststreamedalbumontheplatform
forasingledayanditisgoingtostaythatwayas
thenumberofstreamsiscontinuouslyrising.

OnOctober27,SpotifywroteinapostonX(formerlyTwitter),
"She'sdoneitagain,"withareferencetoTaylor'slatestalbum.
Withtheexcitementoftherecord,thesingeralsoposted
"HowdidIgetthislucky,havingyouguysoutheredoing
somethingthismind-blowing?!"Shefurtheradded,
"Likewhatevenjusthappened??!?!"Guess,fansare

wonderingthattoo.



World Music

ARIANA GRANDE AND ELIZABETH GILLIES
SERVING HALLOWING LOOKS BASED ON

‘SHOWGIRLS’
The Victorious actresses Ariana Grande and Elizabeth Gillies have
been best friends for more than a decade now. Best friends' goal
like them is something that everyone wants in their lives.
Recently, they have drawn even more attention from people with
their new joint Halloween costumes of ‘Showgirls’. Both actresses
have shared many pictures of them wearing similar outfits.

On Monday, they posted dozens of photos that have amazed
everyone. Having such a bond with someone in the industry is
quite rare to see and these two stars are flaunting their friendship
in front of the whole world. Their mesmerizing looks are really
wholesome for every onlooker from all around the world.
In the photographs, it is seen that Ariana has dressed up as Nomi
Malone and Elizabeth Berkley. On the other hand, Elizabeth
Gillies showed up asCristal Connors and Gina Gershon. Their look
from the 1995 erotic thriller is gaining much attention from
everyone. Both have served the finest look for this year's
Halloween.

zabeth Gillies shared a photo of them standing side-by-side and
captioned the photo ‘You and me…we’re exactly alike’. In other
photos, she wrote ‘You are a whore, Darlin’!’  and ‘There’s always
someone younger and hungrier coming down the stairs after you’.
These two actresses have taken this year’s Halloween to another
dimension with their recreated look. After all these captions, in
the final post, Ariana captioned her picture ‘different places !!!!!’.
Each of the photos has a different kind of charm.

Both of them share a great bond from the very beginning of their
sitcom series Victorious. From this, one can understand how
deeply they are connected with each other even after 10 years.

This particular thing is quite fascinating for all
of their fans. In addition to that, the detailed
photographs of the dresses have enhanced their
look even more. This thriller movie is hugely
popular in its genre. From this, everyone gets to
know how these two actresses are obsessed with
it too.

Previously, last year they dressed up for
Halloween based on the series Best in Show.
Even then, their recreated photos created a buzz
among everyone. Here Elizabeth Gillies dressed
up as Jane Lynch’s character Christy Cummings.
And Ariana Grande portrayed the look of
Jennifer Coolidge as Sherri Ann Cabot. Their
innovative take on creating a Halloween look is
quite different and charming too. Each year,
they are serving some captivating Halloween
looks and mesmerizing their audiences in the
most spectacular way.

As they are continuing creating their
phenomenal Halloween looks, it can be
expected that they will come up with some
innovative looks next year too. But for now,
their ‘Showgirls’ look has generated a buzz on
the internet. All their fans are completely
fascinated with their looks and it is quite
overwhelming.
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World Music

Bad Bunny’s
Latest Album
Become The
Most
Streamed
Album On
Spotify
The Puerto Rican singer and rapper
Bad Bunny is generating a
sensation with his latest album
‘Nadie Sabe Lo Que Va a Pasar
Mañana’. This new album is
breaking all the records and
becoming the most streamed album
on the music streaming platform
Spotify. The album was released on
the 13th of October. And only in
this short time span, the platform
has declared Bunny’s album as the
most streamed album of 2023.

Spotify has congratulated the artist
on their social media platform by
saying ‘We all knew Bad Bunny
would break records with this new
album…Congrats Benito’. This new
record has created a buzz among all
of his listeners. This artist has
always showcased his talent by
creating outstanding pieces of
music. his phenomenal work has
made him not only a fabulous
Puerto Rican artist but also a global
hip-hop star.

For the last three years, he has
been holding the position of the
most streamed artist on Spotify and
this time too he is holding this
position. Thus, it can be said it is a
proud moment for the artist and
also his admirers. This global icon’s
latest album has

22 diversified soundtracks, which
is undoubtedly winning
everyone’s hearts. It is Bunny’s
fifth solo album, and he is
flourishing even more in every
aspect. The meaning of the title is
‘Nobody Knows What Is Going to
Happen Tomorrow’, which is very
true.

It is his relatable approach and
unique musical presentations that
have made him different from all
the other artists. In addition to
that, the hooky music and mind-
blowing lyricism have churned out
the true flavor of his songs. Along
with that, his charming voice
added a whole new flavor to his
creations. it is a blockbuster
album following last year's hit
album ‘Un Verano Sin Ti’. This
album was released

in 2022 and this also got a huge
appreciation from everyone.

Last year this album was in the No.1
position of Billboard 200 albums
chart. Not only that, but it also
secured the spot for 13 long weeks. It
was the very first Spanish album that
has achieved so much success. His
phenomenal musical works have
always stunned his audiences. And
his work never disappoints his
listeners. Each year, he comes with a
completely new album and leaves
everyone amazed. It is the
persistency and creativity of his
songs, that has assisted him to
achieve such huge recognition from
everyone.

Before releasing the ‘Nadie Sabe Lo
Que Va a Pasar Mañana’ Bunny came
up with other songs in earlier this
year. The soundtracks are ‘Where
She Goes’, which was released in
May, and ‘Un Preview’ which he
released on the 26th of September.
Apart from that, Bunny has also
performed a few songs in the 2023
Billboard Latin Music Awards. Those
soundtracks are ‘Moscow Mule’, ‘Tití
Me Preguntó’, ‘Neverita’, and ‘Me
Porto Bonito’. On that day, Bunny
also took seven awards home.
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Christina
Aguilera
Shared Her
Thoughts
On Britney
Spears’
Upcoming
Memoir
And Past
Friendship
The American musician and actress
Christina Aguilera has expressed
her feelings about Britney Spears'
latest memoir. The pop star was
seen in 'Jimmy Kimmel Live!'
sharing her thoughts as she is also
aware of the news of Spears' 'The
Woman in Me', her much-
anticipated upcoming memoir like
all of us. She shared that she
wouldn't be very interested to know
if there is her name included or
not.
However, the host of the popular
show Jimmy Kimmel brought
Spears' book while having a
conversation with Aguilera.

Jimmy asked Aguilera in the middle
of the ongoing interview, ‘Do you
think you will be in it?’ kept on
saying, ‘Has she called you and
said, ‘Hey, heads-up?’
While answering that question

Aguilera said, 'Dude, I don't know,'
Kimmel left Aguilera laughing
when he asked, ‘Are you hoping
that you’re in it?’
The pop star smartly handled the
question and answered, 'Am I
hoping? I mean, I'm hoping that
you know, everything is all good
with her,' Still, the host kept on
pushing the star to bring her real
thoughts on what would make her
happy, but Aguilera handled all
the questions pretty brilliantly.
Kimmel jokingly said, 'Because I
would like to be in it,' continued
adding, 'Though I feel like I’m not
going to.’ Thephenomenal
performer then replied to the
question, 'You know what? I'd
rather it be you than me, so ...' left
the audience laughing pretty hard.

The fans would know that long
before Spears and Aguilera acted
as Mouseketeers before concert
audiences.

Spears reflects her views when she
was cast in 'The All-New Mickey
Mouse Club' along with ex-lover
Justin Timberlake and Aguilera
inher memoir. The prolific singer

remembered her experience on the
show, and wrote, 'Being in the show
was boot camp for theentertainment
industry: extensive dance rehearsals,
singing lessons, acting classes, time
in the recording studio, and school
in between,’ further added, ‘The
Mouseketeers quickly split into our
cliques, divided by the dressing
rooms that we shared: Christina
Aguilera and I were the younger
kids, and we shared a dressing room.
We looked up to the older kids —
Keri Russell, Ryan Gosling, and Tony
Lucca, who I thought was so
handsome. And I quickly connected
with a boy named Justin Timberlake.'

Moreover, Aguilera spread her
support for Spears in a post that was
shared at X (Formerly known as
Tweeter) months before Spears'
conservatorship ended, the post also
featured a picture of the two artists
captured in the earlier days. She
wrote, 'These past few days I've been
thinking about Britney and
everything she is going through,'
further added, 'It is unacceptable
that any woman, or human, wanting
to be in control of their own destiny
might not be allowed to live life as
they wish.'
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Liam Payne
Has Been
Banned To
Dive On
The Streets
Of England
For 6
Months
The former One Direction singer
Liam Payne has been banned from
driving in England for the next six
months. The singer was
overspeeding and committed an
accident. It was clearly a hit-and-
run case that had been made by
Liam. On 24th February, the singer
was seen in the A40 Westway
flyover, which is in Shepherd’s
Bush, West London.

Liam was driving a Ford Ranger
pickup truck at the speed of 43 mph
in a 30 mph area. After the
accident, the singer had to pay a
fine of £293 ($357 USD). Along with
that Liam was also ordered to pay
additional charges of £117 ($142
USD) and £90 ($109 USD). Liam
Payne is known for his work in the
band and also his solo work. This
kind of behavior is quite shocking
for the netizens. The accident
occurred in February this year, and
now the verdict has been given.

Officials have to take some time
before giving any judgment of his
wrongdoings. But now they have

 given their decisions and the
fines that need to be paid. Liam
has done an offending job and
that is why, he has been banned
from driving on the streets of
England. Recently, on the 9th of
October, he was summoned to the
Lavender Hill Magistrates Court
for the hearing. And on this day,
he was ordered to pay the fines for
his deeds.

At that moment, Payne gave an
apology and said ‘I did not realize
the speed limit and apologize for
speeding’. The ‘Strip That Down’
singer also received the penalty of
four points for his rash driving.
While asked about his financial
information, the artist said ‘I am
self-employed and cannot provide
the information at this stage.
However, I will pay any fine
imposed within 14 days’.

Right after this, Liam also
postponed his South America
tour. The artist was diagnosed
with kidney infections. But
recentlyhe was discharged from
the hospital, according to his
girlfriend Kate Cassidy. She has
also shared on TikTok that ‘I just
want to let everybody know that
he’s doing so much better. 

He’s out of the hospital and he’s in
good hands’.

On the other hand, Liam also said
about the postponement of his tour
‘It’s with a heavy heart I have to tell
you that we have no other choice but
to postpone my upcoming tour of
South America’. The artist has also
added ‘Over the past week I’ve been
in hospital with a serious kidney
infection, it’s something I wouldn’t
wish on anyone, and doctors orders
are that I now need to rest and
recover’. He has also given assurance
of the reschedule of the tour and all
the refund tickets. Thus, his listeners
have to wait for a bit to see him live
and perform once again on the
stage.
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THE SURVIVING MEMBERS OF THE DYNAMIC
ROCK BAND INXS HAD A RARE REUNION

The Australian rock band INXS was formed back in 1977 and
managed to gather immense success with six UK top ten albums
which includes a No. 1 with 'Welcome To Wherever You Are from
1992 and five U.S top twenty albums and a BRIT Award. The
profound band has won six Australian Recording Industry
Association awards, including three for 'Best Group' in 1987, 1989
and 1992. It also sold over ninety-five million albums across the
globe and made itself Australia's highest-selling music act of all
time.

The surviving members of the rock band which was formed as the
Farriss Brothers in Sydney, are Andrew Farriss, the main composer
and keyboardist, drummer John Farriss, guitarist, saxophonist Kirk
Pengilly and bassist Garry Gary Beers gathered at Sydney’s
Intercontinental Hotel on Tuesday, remarked their first
appearance together ever since 2017. After the death of Michael
Hutchence who was the main lyricist of the band, INXS made its
appearances with multiple guest singers and also recorded and
toured with Jon Stevens while he played the role of the lead
singer.

However, on 11th November 2012, the band announced during a
concert that this would be the band's last performance, but did not
mention the band's permanent retirement.
The musicians were relaxed and were in the mood for a good chat
as they kept darting through the old photographs. Pengilly recalls
that until; the project came along, the musicians had ‘no idea how
much it meant to so many individual fans. It wasn’t always about
the show,’ continues sharing, ‘driving six hours to meet their
friends to get ready to go to the gig. And then, you know, they

might just somehow meet us backstage or have
an interaction and a look from one of us on
stage," and "they feel a connection. Yeah, I
found it emotional.’

The dynamic band recalled the time on touring
in 2012, where it all began with a gig in Perth.
Andrew Farriss shared, ‘To be fair to us is that,’
further continues, ‘as people losing someone as
talented, dynamic a frontman as Michael, it
became really in the forefront of our minds that,
okay, we’ve created this legacy and we own it.
And so we’ll decide when we want to play or
not. That’s the important point, to not have it
dictated to what we can and can’t do when we
feel like it.’

He also shared his view on the other side of the
coin, ‘which is appealing to me,’ moreover
added, ‘is who that singer could possibly be.
There must be someone that we haven’t even
thought of or discovered or found it. That could
be an amazing thing to happen.’

Additionally, Bass player Beers, the Australian
musician and bassist now based in California
exclaimed as he wished to meet his old band-
mates on the home-ground. He also shared,
‘Being broke and young back in the day, we used
to take up offers to go to people’s houses and
eat their food. So, you got to meet a lot of
people. When you look back at the book, you
remember that we did matter to people, not just
musically, or for successes. People helped us
along in many ways.’
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TOP 10 SOUTH KOREAN ARTISTS
DOMINATING THE INDUSTRY WITH THEIR

MAGICAL CHARM
The Korean Business Research Institute has unveiled its first-ever
brand rankings based on reputation for the month. As per the
ranking, the list consists of advertisement models such as TV
personalities, celebrities, artists, and many more. The outcome
maintains multiple aspects like awareness, participation, and
social values that made their spots from 2nd September to 2nd
October.

Here is a list of ten South Korean artists who are ruling the 2023
October advertisement model brand rankings -

1. NewJeans -It is a girl group in South Korea that was formed by
ADOR, composed of five members Minji, Danielle, Hyein, Hanni,
and Haerin. The group is known for their simplicity. The girl-next-
door group creates 90s and 2000s-inspired R&B and pop
soundtracks with the essence of several club and dance styles. It
released the first ever single ‘Attention’ in 2022, July and became
the first ever number-one soundtrack on the Circle Digital Chart
of South Korea.However, for October the group has ruled the chart
with a brand reputation index of 1,984,428.

2. Lim Young Woong – The artist is from South Korea andis
famous for performing ballads, trot, and pop also plays the role of
a YouTuber and an entertainer. The charming artist debuted as a
singer back in 2016 with his first single ‘Hate You’. Although Lim
initially wished to be a ballad singer but later got to know about
his talent in trot as he won a contest. Over time, he gained fame
through his appearance on KBS1’s morning show. Well, now he
secured the second position with an impressive score rise which is
leading to a brand reputation index of 1,933,066.

3. IU – The singer-songwriter from South Korea
also performs as an actor and composer as well.
She made her debut as a singer through her play
‘Lost and Found’ when she was only fifteen. But
she got her mainstream success later with her
albums like ‘Growing Up’ and ‘IU…IM’. After
releasing the lead single of her 2010 album
‘Real’ she gained national stardom with its
immense success in the music industry. She has
left a huge impact by hosting shows on
television and radio and acting apart from
music. IU completed the five top after viewing a
score of 77.90 percent increase, leadingto a
brand reputation index of 1,483,484.

4. BTS – The immensely popular brand is also
known as the Bangtan Boys. The boy band from
South Korea was founded in 2010 and consists
of Suga, Jin, Jimin, RM, V, J-Hope, and Jungkook
who play a huge role in writing and producing
many of their essential elements. The hip-hop
group expanded the musical style to include a
vast range of genres with the lyrics focusing on
crucial and deep subjects including mental
health, the journey towards self-love, loss, the
other side of stardom, individualism, etc. The
band secured sixth place claiming the position
with a brand reputation index of 1,458,248.

5. BLACKPINK –The South Korean girl group
consists of artists such as Jisoo, Jennie, Lisa, and
Rosé. The group is considered internationally as
the most successful girl group in South Korea.
The group is associated with the concept of ‘girl
crush’ in the K-pop culture and focuses on
themes like female empowerment and self-
confidence. The group was also the first female-
led South Korean group to enter Forbes’ 30
Under 30 Asia. However, BLACKPINK has
managed to secure eighth place with a brand
reputation index of 894,344.

6. Girls’ Generation YoonA –The South
Korean actress and singer made her debut as a
member of the Girls’ Generation after being
trained for five years and became one of the
best-selling artists. Yoona participated in
numerous television dramas like ‘You Are My
Destiny’ which bragged the Best New Actress
award at the 23rd KBS Drama Awards for her
and became the turning point of her journey.
Moreover, the artist secured the 11th position
on the official
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list with a brand reputation index of 852,443 which pulled her in October 2023’s addition.

 7. ASTRO Cha Eun Woo – The South Korean singer and actor who is also a member of the South Korean boy band
ASTRO debuted in 2014 as an actor by playing a minor role in a film named ‘My Brilliant Life’. In 2018, Cha featured
in the web drama named ‘Top Management’, in 2019 he starred in ‘Rookie Historian Goo Hae-ryung’ a historical
drama along with Shin Se-kyung.  Again in 2020, he joined the SBS television show. In addition to that, the Idol Cha
of ASTRO climbed up to the 13th of the official chart and gained a brand reputation index of 778,991 for October.

8. Lee Chan Won – The South Korean singer and celebrity, nicknamed Chantobaegi, managed to be one of the top
seven of 2020’s Mr. Trot. He has gifted numerous singles like ‘Convenience Store’, ‘Cheer Up’, ‘A Good Day with You’,
‘Twist Go Go’ and many others. His other charted soundtracks are ‘I’m Going to Meet You’, ‘Man’s Promise’, etc. Well,
Lee Chan Won secured his place at number sixteen with a brand reputation index of 668,689.

8. Young Tak –The South Korean singer, songwriter, and popular personality made his debut as a ballad singer in
2007 by releasing his first-ever album ‘Young Tak Disia’. He began his career in trot after releasing his first trot single
album, named ‘Nuna You Are Perfect’. Tak auditioned for Mr. Trot in 2019, December and got immense popularity for
his cover of ‘A Glass of Makgeolli’. The artist started to learn more about acting after starring in a musical named
‘The Three Generals of the Kingdom’. Well, he secured the place of 21st in the chart with an index of 584,316.

10. LE SSERAFIM – Again, the girl gang of South Korea managed to secure 22nd place on the list with a brand
reputation index of 584,316. The name of the group is an anagram of ‘I’m Fearless’. The band consists of Sakura, Kim
Chae-won, Kazuha, Hong Eun-chae, and Huh Yun-jin, and was founded by Source Music. The group made its debut
by releasing the first extended play ‘Fearless’. Well, on the 25th of January, 2023 the girlgang made their debut with
the release ofthe Japanese single ‘Fearless’ in Japan containing the Japanese version of ‘Blue Flame’ and ‘Fearless’.
There are several other artists who have managed to secure their rank on the list are Park Bo Gum, Han Ji Min, Won
Bin, Kang Daniel and many more.
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FastCar
LukeCombs 05

LastNight
MorganWallen 06

Thinkin'BoutMe
MorganWallen 07

IDGAF
DrakeFeaturingYeat 08

Monaco
BadBunny 09

Fukumean
Gunna 10



IDGAF

Drake

PaintTheTownRed

DojaCat

Drakeisasalwaysbreakingthe
chartsagain,andthistimeitis
withhissingle'IDGAF'featuring
theAmericanrapperYeatwhere
theyreflectastrongsenseof

self-confidence.

SNOOZE

103
Snooze

SZA

Szaisatthismonth'sno.3with
hersexyandromantictrack

"Snooze'whichsawajumponthe
chartsfollowingthereleaseofthe
musicvideoandtheacoustic

versionwithJustinBieber.

02
ThesuccessofDoja'snewest
album'Scarlet'continuesasher
singlePaintTheTownRed'isat
thismonth'sno.2spotonthe

hottesttracks.

O1cuarTaylorSwift

Ifthereisoneartistthatcantakeanoldsongto
no.1trackafter5yearsofitsreleasethenitis
noneotherthanTaylorSwiftandshediditwith
herviralhit'CruelSummer'.Releasedin2019,
thetrackwasreleasedwiththerestofthealbum
tracksof'Lover'.Eventhoughtheartist
plannedtoreleaseitasasingle,thepandemic
changedtheoriginalplans.However,asshe
embarkedonthe'ErasTour'thesongpickedup
streamsagainandofficiallybecametheNo.1
trackontheBillboardHot100.Thishappened
aftertheSwiftiescampaignedforthesongtobe
singleforfouryearsandthemegastarfinally
releaseditasasingleonthisyear'sJune.The
romanticpoptuneisundoubtedlyoneofthe
bestfromherLover'era.
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A GOLDEN VOICE THAT RULED THE 90S
BOLLYWOOD: HERE ARE 10 MOST SPECIAL

SONGS BY ABHIJEET BHATTACHARYA AS HE
TURNS 65!

In the 90s era of Bollywood movies, Hindi songs were an integral
part. The eclectic music has its own charm that can amaze people
instantly. There were several hit numbers that we got to listen to
in the 90s. some prominent music artists of that time were Udit
Narayan, Kumar Sanu, Alka Yagnik, Abhijeet Bhattacharya, and
many more. Each of them holds a significant position in the
industry. Among all of them, Abhijeet Bhattacharya is a playback
singer who has sung for many movies and actors. His exceptional
contribution to the Bollywood film industry is undoubtedly one of
the most loved ones. He has given his voice to the superstar Shah
Rukh Khan and gotten much appreciation from everyone. For
showcasing his talent, he has also bagged many awards in his
successful musical career. On the occasion of this playback
singer’s birthday, let’s go down the memory lane of this artist’s
some exceptional music works-

    1.  Tauba Tumhare Ishare:

‘Tauba Tumhare Ishare’ from the movie Chalte Chalte is an
outstanding soundtrack by Abhijeet. This song has been sung by
him along with another leading female vocalist Alka Yagnik. The
lyrics of the track have been penned down by the icon Javed
Akhtar. The composer of the track is another leading duo Jatin-
Lalit. The song was released in the year 2003. His attractive vocal
power has poured excellence into the song. even now, it is one of
the most loved songs by the audiences from the 90s era.

   2. Woh Ladki Jo:

The soundtrack from the movie Baadshah ‘Woh Ladki Jo’ is
another spectacular creation of Abhijeet. Starring Shah Rukh
Khan and Twinkle Khanna, this track is one of the most popular
ones from the movie. In this song, Abhijeet has

created a buzz, which is still one of the most hit
songs from the 90s. He has won millions of
hearts with this exceptional piece of music. The
lyric of it is given by none other than Javed
Akhtar and it has been composed by Anu Malik.
It is his brilliant musical works that have added
charm to the golden era of Bollywood music.

     3. Chaand Taare:
The song ‘Chaand Taare’ from the movie Yes
Boss is a song that is considered another big hit
by the artist. Abhijeet is an artist who has
gained a lot of listeners with this excellent song.
this song is another sound design that has been
by Jatin-Lalit and written by Javed Akhtar. In
addition to that, Abhijeet has brought life to the
song with his captivating voice. This mind-
blowing song of him cannot be forgotten by his
listeners.

  4. Zara Sa Jhoom Loon Main:

Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge is a significant
Bollywood movie starring the greatest on-
screen pair Shah Rukh Khan and Kajol. In the
soundtracks of this movie too Abhijeet has
contributed his bit and made it memorable for
everyone. The song ‘Zara Sa Jhoom Loon Main’
is one of the most successful creations of the
movie, which has been sung by him along with
the fabulous singer Asha Bhosle. Even after 28
years, this song hasn’t lost its charm. Written by
Anand Bakshi and composed by Jatin-Lalit, this
song track holds a special place in everyone’s
hearts. Therefore, it is definitely, a significant
creation by the playback singer Abhijeet
Bhattacharya.

   5. Chalte Chalte:

The song ‘Chalte Chalte’ from the movie Chalte
Chalte is an outstanding track, which has been
sung by Abhijeet. He has harmonized the song
with the excellent singer Alka Yagnik and
delivered exceptional musical work. This artist
never leaves any chance to impress his listeners
and in this track too, he hasn’t left any room for
disappointment. His contribution to the music
industry is truly unavoidable but this
soundtrack is a magical work given by him,
which will be remembered by everyone for a
long time.
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6. Mere Khayalon Ki Mallika: ‘Mere Khayalon Ki Mallika’ is a song that has been voiced by Abhijeet. It is a song
from the movie named Josh that has gotten a huge appreciation from everyone. This artist has shown diversity with
his creation and it is another proof. His exceptional musical presentation has made the 90s musical era even better
for everyone. In this song, Sameer has given the lyrics and Anu Malik has done the composition. The brilliant musical
work has gained acknowledgment from the wider audiences.

    7. Main Koi Aisa Geet Gaoon: In the successful career of Abhijeet, he has given another track named ‘Main Koi
Aisa Geet Gaoon’. The song from the movie Yes Boss is a hugely recognized creation. this artist has showcased his
talent in making romantic music and raised the bar high for everyone. The track ‘Main Koi Aisa Geet Gaoon’ is also
considered an evergreen song given by Abhijeet. Written by Javed Akhtar and composed by Jatin-Lalit, this song is
another popular Bollywood soundtrack that has garnered many listeners from all around the world.

   8. Tum Dil Ki Dhadkan Mein: Abhijeet has always offered a wide array of music to his listeners. His song ‘Tum
Dil Ki Dhadkan Mein’ from the movie Dhadkan is a great creation. his potential of portraying each emotion has
helped him to garner the maximum number of listeners. In this sound design, he has paired with the leading singer
Alka Yagnik and delivered one of the finest songs. Released in 2000, this track still has a special spot in everyone’s
heart, which is literally irreplaceable.

     9. Bahut Khoobsurat Ho: ‘Bahut Khoobsurat Ho’ from the movie Khoobsurat is another great work of Abhijeet.
In this soundtrack, he has paired up with Neerja Pandit and came up with this magnificent piece of music. The
captivating musical work has assisted him in reaching out to many listeners. Penned down by Gulzar, it is a
phenomenal song of Abhijeet that has gotten much appreciation from all the music enthusiasts.

   10. Baadshah O Baadshah: ‘Baadshah O Baadshah’ from the movie Baadshah is an exceptional work of Abhijeet.
The electrifying music and his vocal ability have churned out the true flavor of the song. in this song, he has given his
voice to Shah Rukh Khan and it is not only one of the best songs for the actor but for Abhijeet too. The brilliant tune
and charming write-up along with his voice have added a whole new essence to the song.
These are some magnificent musical works by the artist Abhijeet Bhattacharya. On the occasion of his birthday, it can
be said that his contribution to the music industry will always be remembered by everyone.
Check out For More News Updates on Google News
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BIRTHDAY WISHES TO KATY PERRY: LOOKING
BACK AT HER LIFE AND ACHIEVEMENTS ON

HER 39TH BIRTHDAY!
Katy Perry just turned 29! The singer celebrated her birthday on
Wednesday, October 25th and she has shared her most intimate
wishes with Entertainment Tonight. So let's see how she
celebrated her 39th birthday this year.

Katy Perry turned 39!

 She had a carnival-themed birthday party which was completed
with a huge birthday cake for her and her guests at the party.
During blowing out the candles she, just like everyone else on this
planet, wishes something for her upcoming year and that is what
she shared with the rest of the world. Talking to Entertainment
Tonight, Katy revealed that she has got everything she could want
and for that, she feels really blessed.Blowing out her candle on the
birthday cake, the singer said, “I know what I’m wishing for. I’m
wishing for peace.” She revealed to the outlet that she would be
celebrating her birthday with her family and wanted to keep the
party "so low-key." However, talking about her next birthday, the
singer expressed that it might not be so humble. She said, “For 40,
I already planned three years ago,” she added. “I’m asking for it
all!”

Who are the guests in her attendance?

 Starting with who was not seen at the party, The American Idol
judge's fiancé, Orlando Bloom, and their daughter Daisy were not
seen at the birthday party. But the singer said that she would be
celebrating her birthday with her family separately in order to
make it a more cozy, and low-key celebration.

Coming back to this giant carnival-themed birthday celebration,
the party was hosted by Ryan Seacrest, where the ‘Roar’ singer
celebrated with her fellow American Idol judges Luke Bryan and
Lionel Richie. The musical icon also got some birthday love from

Paris Hilton on social media. The social media
star took to Instagram to share her sweet
message for Katy along with a series of photos
with her. She captioned the post: “Happy
Birthday @KatyPerry!! ???? No one knows how
to sliv quite like us California girls?? 

☀

 Love
you beautiful Birthday Girl, you endlessly
inspire me! Keep shining!

✨

 Have the best day
ever!! ??”

What about social media and her fans?

While the star did not share any photos or
videos from the birthday celebration on social
media, she did give her fans, the KatyKats a
little gift in return with her newest show line,
The Katy Perry Collections. The brand made an
Instagram post acknowledging Katy’s birthday
where it wrote, “Tomorrow is our CEO
@katyperry’s birthday so we’re giving you
something good to celebrate! Get 30% off the
entire store until 10/31.”
Now that we know how her birthday went, let’s
look back at her contributions to the music
industry over the years.

Katy Perry's studio albums and the journey:

In her long music career, Katy has released a
total of six studio albums. They are ‘Katy
Hudson’ (2001), ‘One of the Boys’ (2008),
‘Teenage Dream’ (2010), ‘Prism’ (2013),
‘Witness’ (2017) and ‘Smile’ (2020).

‘Katy Hudson’ was the singer’s first studio
album which she released while she was still
using her father’s last name. Although it was
technically the singer’s debut, due to financial
crutches it could not get the proper promotions
or marketing which made the album a
considerable flop.

‘Teenage Dream’ is probably the most
noteworthy album of the singer’s discography
which was released in 2010. In the following
year, “Last Friday Night (T.G.I.F.)” became the
fifth song to hit No.1 on the Billboard Hot 100
from the album, and along with it, Perry became
the first female singer and the second singer
overall after Micheal Jackson to have five No.1
hits from one album in Billboard.
According to the data published by the
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Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), Katy Perry’s three best-selling albums are – ‘Teenage Dream’
which sold 9 million certified units, ‘Prism’ which sold 5 million units, and ‘One of the Boys’ which sold 3 million
units. These figures are just from the US market so the worldwide figures are much higher.
‘While Witness’ and ‘Smile’ both were pretty weak at selling certified units compared to other Katy Perry albums.

Her industry achievements: Her musical achievements include being the first female singer to have five singles hit
Billboard nop. 1 from a single album and the second artist overall. Other than this, according to a report published by
Nielsen Music in 2017, her top 15 best-selling songs are -

“Firework” – 7.1 million, “Roar” – 6.4 million, “Dark Horse (feat. Juicy J)” – 6.3 million, “E.T. (feat. Kanye West)” – 5.9
million, “California Gurls (feat. Snoop Dogg)” – 5.8 million, “Hot ‘N’ Cold” – 5.7 million, “Teenage Dream” – 4.9
million, “I Kissed a Girl” – 4.7 million, “Last Friday Night (T.G.I.F.)” – 3.8 million, “Wide Awake” – 3.5 million, “Part
of Me” – 2.9 million, “The One That Got Away” – 2.8 million, “Waking Up in Vegas” – 2.3 million, “Unconditionally” –
1.3 million, and “Thinking of You” – 1.1 million.

According to RIAA in 2017, Katy Perry was the "first artist in RIAA Gold & Platinum Program history to earn three
RIAA Diamond Song Awards" with her "Roar", "Dark Horse" and "Firework", all over 10 million in sales and streams in
the US. On 21 June 2023, "California Gurl (feat. Snoop Dogg)" became her fourth Diamond-certified song on RIAA. As
of September, "Firework" remains her highest-selling song with over 12 million units sold, followed by "Dark Horse"
with 11 million, and "Roar" tying with "California Gurl (feat. Snoop Dogg)" with 10 million units sold.

Music catalog rights: Katy Perry very intelligently increased her net worth by at least several million as she sold her
music catalog from 2008 to 2020 to Litmus Music for reportedly USD 225 million. Carlyle Group confirmed the news
in September 2023 making the 'Dark Horse' singer one of the top 10 artists with the most expensive catalogs.

Net Worth and Investments: The entrepreneurial spirit and Katy’s business acumen have contributed significantly
to her enormous net worth. After selling her music catalog, Forbes reported in 2023 that the singer’s net worth
skyrocketed from less than USD 200 million to a massive USD 340 million. The report also states that Perry is now
one of the richest self-made women in America.

Apart from her hotshot brand endorsements with companies such as Adidas, Proactiv, Walmart, H&M, Pepsi, and
CoverGirl, she launched her own perfume series with Purr in 2010, followed by Meow in 2011 and Killer Queen in
2013. Later in 2016, she joined Global Brands Group for her own shoe collection, Katy Perry Collections. In 2020, this
shoe brand became available in 20 countries and had registered sales of more than $120 million.
Perry is also one of the initial investors in the music streaming platform "Spotify" along with investing in another
company, "Core Hydration". This is a premium bottled water brand which was acquired by Dr. Pepper in 2019 for a
whopping $525 million. This generated a significant amount for investors, including Katy Perry
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Chvrches’ frontwoman Lauren Mayberry releases new solo
single ‘Shame’

Lauren Mayberry, frontwoman of
Chvrches has recently released her
new solo single named ‘Shame’. A
lot of people will know Chvrches
for the brutal abuse aimed towards
musician Mayberry but the band is
also famous for their stormy synth-
pop.

However, Mayberry graciously
spreads her aura to Liza Minnelli’s
‘Maybe This Time’, releasing glam
of punk-pop wearing sparkling
make-up and an oversized T-shirt.
The phenomenal artist is a
delightful mix of hometown nerves
and energy and shared her feelings
by saying, ‘This is the show I’ve
been most excited and most
worried about’.

The frontwoman said about her
debut solo at UK show, ‘I’m gonna
play a bunch of songs that none of
you know.’ Mayberry started her
solo career last month with her
single ‘Are You Awake?’ along with
a thread of mind-blowing
performances in the US.

Mayberry commented on the affair, ‘I
had the idea for a while of a song that
had the tagline of ‘what a shame,’ but in
a sarcastic way,’ continued sharing, ‘And
the word ‘shame’ having a double
meaning — the shame you feel and
internalize, but what a shame you feel
like that and can’t change it.’

Well, compared to the synth music
tracks that are emo-inflected, the
structure of Mayberry’s solo project is
more of a pure pop, and her
choreographed on-stage dance routine
has set the whole frame of performance
on fire. There is surely something
creatively refreshing about the pop
moves that are vulnerably feminine yet
perfectly sit along with the rage, it also
includes the closing song ‘Sorry’.

The Iconic singer highlights the feelings
of hypocrisy and schizophrenia while
she is reeling over the jarring between
what she has said and what she feels.
She added, ‘Looking back on a lot of my
life in terms of relationships, sexuality
and my sense of self in the world, there
is a lot of shame associated with that,’

moreover added, ‘I came into my
teens in the early-mid 2000s, a time
period we now regard as a bit of a
shithole in terms of gender and
media messages.’

Additionally, stated, ‘What was
deemed “attractive” for women and
girls was quite disturbing in
hindsight, and that’s what went
into my brain at a formative time,
romanticizing bargain basement,
local band boy versions of Reality
Bites Ethan Hawke. But now I know
better, my wiring is still to find
those things attractive on a cellular
level. I know not to want those
things academically, but
emotionally, romantically, and
sexually, I have been trained to find
those things valuable and
attractive. I know you are what you
eat and it’s the taste that keeps me
tame.’
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STAR COUPLE HAILEY AND JUSTIN BIEBER
SHOW OFF THEIR ‘CASUAL-COOL’ FASHION

IN STYLE
Since the power couple tied the knot in 2019, Justin and Hailey
have walked on the red carpet together as a couple numerous
times, treating their fans with mind-blowing styling whenever
they made their appearance from the Grammys to the Met Gala.
Biebers loved to dress up their best whenever they were out
whether in a professional outfit in New York or for a romantic
dinner date in Los Angeles. Their styling statement reminds their
fans of the phrase ‘Opposites attract’. Their appearances are proof
that partners who stay true to their styling can still uniquely
complement each others’ outfits. Their off-duty outfits are the
ones their fans have their eyes on.The stylish couple Hailey and
Justin Bieber went out for dinner on a beautiful evening on
Sunday at Santa Monica hot spot Giorgio Baldi while stylishly
coordinating with each other. The phenomenal model and
founder of Rhode was seen wearing an oversized sweater as a
dress, hot shorts along with a highlighted statement outfit, and
knee-high leather boots complemented the whole look. She
brilliantly accessorized the whole outfit with a shiny maroon
handbag made of leather and rectangular sunglasses, her funky
gold ear hoops were just the cherry on the top. Hailey beautifully
played with her pretty hair, she made her hair into her statement
ballerina bun and her radiant deep berry lip made her look
dreamy.

Well, the ‘Beauty And A Beat’ singer effortlessly coordinated with
his wife by choosing all black for his styling. He was seen wearing
an oversized black top and blazer pairing them with black shoes, a
black baseball hat that made his swag reflect in his outfit, pleated
beige slacks, and massive black sunglasses that were going fine

 with the whole outfit. The ‘Love Yourself’
singer was hugging his wife Hailey from the
back very affectionately while walking out of
the restaurant after having dinner. The power
couple has a distinct habit of mixing their
street-wear gems.

The global couple’s off-duty including date-
night style has modified over the years. Hailey
dresses up much more than just a pop artist, the
charming couple has been conquering
synchronized fashion. Recently, in the previous
month, after the charming couple celebrated
their fifth anniversary, the husband and wife
made an appearance where both wore oversized
jackets and white tops paired with baggy jeans,
and their comfy shoes made them look
effortlessly delightful to watch.Later, Mrs.
Bieber made a post on her Instagram where she
and her husband mastered the coordinated
fashion game in funky leather outfits, Justin
looked dashing in a huge jacket and Hailey
sparked in a tiny miniskirt. The Biebers are
known for serving looks and impressing their
fans with their boundless charm. They
understand the assignment of fashion and play
it well with sheer proficiency and creativity. 
Although fans believe that couples do not have
to dress identically if they match each others’
energy that would be an absolute visual treat to
experience.
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Spotify
Earnings
Boost
Stocks
After
Facing A
Loss In The
Previous
Year
It is a good day for Spotify investors
as the company's third-quarter
earnings results have come out.
This helped the confidence of the
investors go up as the shares of the
company went up 10.3% to $170.63
on Tuesday before it closed on
Friday. This helped the investors
gain confidence about the
company's path as on Friday,
Spotify's stocks closed at $159.35,
up by 6.3% for the week. The
streaming giant saw a massive
success following the operating loss
of 247 million euros ($269 million)
a year earlier. This year the
company gained an operating profit
of 32 million euros ($34.8 million)
along with adding 6 million
subscribers in the same quarter
where the price increase was done.

 This third-quarter growth will be
particularly helpful for the NYSE-
listed, Swedish company to exceed
the expectations for subscriber gain
this year. Spotify’s CEO Daniel Ek

 said during Tuesday’s earnings
call, “We walked into 2023
thinking we would do just over 20
million in net subscriber adds for
the full year, but we’re actually on
track to deliver 30 million.” The
Morgan Stanley analysts have
raised their Spotify target price
from $190 to $200 on Wednesday.
They did this by writing that the
company is “a superior product
with pricing power” in an investor
note which will continue this
journey of expanding gross
margins. 

Similarly, the analysts of JP
Morgan also increased their
Spotify target price from $190 to
$205. They did this with the belief
that the free cash flow and
operating margin milestones
reached in this quarter will attract
more investors to Spotify. This
was completely led by Anghami's
11.5% improvement to $1.07,
which means this week a total of
six music streaming companies
have had an average gain of 4.3%.
This includes Tencent Music
Entertainment of China, which
will report third-quarter results
on Nov. 14, has gained 7.2% to

 $7.13. On the other hand, another
Chinese music streamer, Cloud
Music, has gained 3.3% to 85.50 HKD
($10.93). The U.S.-based streaming
company LiveOne has also gained
1% to $1.00. 

Meanwhile this week, the 21-stock
Billboard Global Music Index
dropped 0.7% to 1,304.74. This
marks its third consecutive weekly
loss and tenth loss week in the
second half of 2023. This slight
decline dropped the year-to-date
gain of the index to 11.7%. 13 of its
21 stocks finished in negative
territory this week while seven of
them posted gains. One of the 21
stocks, Round Hill Music Royalty
Fund, was reported as unchanged.
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JUNG KOOK BREAKS A COLOSSAL RECORD
ON SPOTIFY

Since BTS announced their hiatus the world has been vouching for
each of them, and now Jung Kook’s solo career taking the pace.
His recent release ‘Seven’ featuring Latto, had a history-making
record on Spotify. This Monday the number became the fastest
song to reach 1 billion streams on Spotify. Spotify released about
this on 30th October.

The original number was released 108 days and the song
resonated with the audience so much so, it became insanely
popular almost instantly. The song reached the Billion Club on
Spotify; making its place in the official playlists as well. Even on

YouTube the video of the song has over 73
million views already.

The collaboration between Jung Kook and Latto
has given many hits and this was not the first
they have broken together. The song landed at
No. 3 on the rank of the Official U.K. Singles
Chart, published July 21st. This was the highest-
charting song by a solo Korean act by far. Not
just that, ‘Seven’ reached the summit position
on both, the Billboard Global 200 and Billboard
Global Excl. U.S. charts were released on the
29th of July. For Latto it was her first release to
reach this position and Jung Kook as a soloist is
his biggest hit by far, making him the first of the
BTS solo boy to reach this far.

On 30th October Spotify Released an official
statement on their X, formerly known as their
Twitter account, “On October 30, Jung Kook's
"Seven (feat. Latto)" became the fastest song to
reach 1 Billion streams in Spotify history.

With ‘Seven’ Jung Kook has broken the records
made by Miley Cyrus for the highly appreciated
song ‘Flowers’. Cryus reached this position 112
days after she released ‘Flowers’, and Jung
Kook’s ‘Seven’ completed the journey in 108
days. This single is from his upcoming album
‘Golden’.

Soon the news was broken by the platform; fans
flocked up on social media to celebrate this
personal achievement of this extremely popular
BTS Boy. Feeds were flooded with appreciating
words and how proud his fans are to see his
success. And the news comes right after he
released a remixed rendition of the song ‘Seven’
featuring Latto.
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HYBE
Denied The
Allegation
Of BTS
Members
Association
With G-
Dragon And
Lee Sun
Kyun
HYBE has spoken on the recent
rumor about the involvement of
BTS in the case of G-Dragon and
Lee Sun Kyun. Previously it came to
know that G-Dragon and Lee Sun
Kyun have been suspected to
consume drugs. The agency HYBE
has said that the boy band does not
have any kind of involvement with
them. They have given a fresh
report on this incident.
There was a rumor that the BTS
members used to visit the same bar
where both G-Dragon and Lee Sun
Kyu used to visit. Currently, both of
them are facing many difficult
situations due to the drug charges.
The agency has clearly said ‘The
rumors that are circulating about
our artist and a specific location are
not true at all’.

They have also stated ‘The BTS
members do not know the

establishment in question, and
they have never been there. We
are responding to the spreading of
falsehoods and the defamation of
[our artist’s] character with a no-
tolerance policy, and we are taking
both civil and criminal legal
action…We have already begun
taking legal action against
groundless falsehoods about our
artist’.

All these started with the YouTube
channel Garo Sero Institute where
they have said two members of
the band visit the bar regularly.
And that is when the whole
involvement with G-Dragon and
Lee Sun Kyun happened. As per
the reports, now everyone is
assuming that the authority of the
bar is well aware of this act and
maybe they also have any kind of
connection in this business. This
has created a huge buzz in the
Korean music industry.

BTS is currently one of the most
famous boy bands and a huge
allegation has been made against
them. That is why, it is being quite
surprising for all of their fans.
Even before this, in previous times
the band had to clarify that they
do not have any kind of

 involvement with the drug scandals.
But this time too, their name has
popped up with G-Dragon and Lee
Sun Kyun. HYBE has also said ‘BTS is
completely unconnected to the
relevant rumor, and [the rumor] is
not true in the slightest. We will take
strong action against the
indiscriminate circulation of
rumors’. In addition, it is also
coming to know that Lee Sun Kyun’s
drug test report has arrived and the
report is negative. Many other tests
will be conducted shortly before the
final verdict. On the other hand, G-
Dragon has said ‘I have submitted
my handphone today, and I have
faithfully acquiesced to the requests
that were required for the next
formal investigation. They said that
they would call me soon for the next
investigation, and I will diligently
answer that too. I’m so sorry for
disappointing everyone who had
been supporting me’.
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K-POP AGENCY ATTRAKT TERMINATES
CONTRACT OF THREE MEMBERS OF FIFTY

FIFTY FOR MISTREATING CONTRACT
The promising well-formed girl group which cemented its
position at Hot 100 Hit earlier this year with ‘Cupid’ becoming the
longest-charting song on the Billboard Hot 100 breaks the record
earlier by BLACKPINK, three members of the band FIFTY FIFTY,
Sio, Aran, and Saena for being accused of mistreating the lawsuit.
The agency ATTRAKT is responsible for managing the rising
popularity of the pop band, however, has now terminated the
contracts of three core members of the group, have all got notices
from the agency which say that their contracts with the company
have ended, stating that the three members of the group has
'slandered and defamed the agency' and broke the contract as
well.

ATTRAKT was also accused of a 'conspiracy' between the three
members of the group and SIAHN, Sung-il Ahn who is the

founder/CEO of the Givers, in a statement. The
Givers is the K-pop consulting firm that co-
manages the group along with ATTRAKT, the
producer of 'Cupid'. The agency has filed a
complaint against SIAHN and The Givers for
being involved in the contract and trying to get
the group away from ATTRAKT for their benefit.

SIAHN shared at the time, ‘We plan to propose a
new label structure for FIFTY FIFTY — a
separate label for them, solely concentrating on
the artist’s development,’ further added, ‘K-pop
companies have an entrenched ‘artist-agency’
relationship, which poses a significant obstacle
to an artist’s long-term global expansion. To
overcome this persistent problem, The Givers is
exploring a structure where the label directly
contracts with the artist while the main
producer oversees the creative aspects of the
group and collaborates with the label.’

The producer of Cupid, ATTRAKT stated
officially obtained by the Kpop Herald, ‘We
notified Saena, Sio, and Aran that their
contracts would be terminated back on October
19. The three members of FIFTY FIFTY have
taken legal action against us without any
reflection or correction on their serious
contractual violations. We are discussing
follow-up measures against them in the future,’

Moreover, ATTRAKT also accused the trio of
being ‘slandered and defamed the agency, and
to this day continue to distort facts and make
false claims, repeating arguments that have
been rejected by the court, without any remedy
for the breach of contract’.

The alienation between the FIFTY FIFTY
members and the agency ATTRAKT began when
the band filed to dangle their exclusive
contracts under the label, violating the contract.
Shockingly, a court in Seoul rejected the plea by
the musicians in August 2023. Well, in the
middle of the controversy Keena, a member of
FIFTY FIFTY dropped the lawsuit against
ATTRAKT and came back to the agency.
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Gwen
Stefani Has
Achieved A
Star On The
Hollywood
Walk Of
Fame
Gwen Stefani has been recently
honored on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame. This star has been
appreciated with her own star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame. This
artist has been honored on
Thursday in Hollywood Boulevard,
California. Right after that, she
shared a post on social media and
said ‘What a dream!!’
The artist has shared a picture with
her three children along with his
husband on social media. In an
interview, her husband Blake
Sheldon said ‘Being a mother is
still the most important thing in
her life…I gotta tell y'all, that's rare
in this business’.

Gwen the ‘Just a Girl’ singer has
been in the industry for more than
30 years. In her successful career,
she has won three Grammy awards
and also became a multi-platinum
recording artist. But earning a
position on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame is a huge success. And she
has shown her gratitude after the
achievement.

She has shared ‘It means a lot
because I think when you have such
a long journey like I have --look, I

 have tears-- you know, since I'm
17, I've been writing these songs,
never thought anything would
ever happen. Nine years being in
the garage, doing what we wanted
to do, not trying to make it, not
trying to be a star, really. And next
thing you know, here we are, a
permanent star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame. What? And it does
feel like a flash’.

At the event, there were her
parents who were equally proud of
her achievement. Her mother Patti
Stefani has said ‘She loved music
and she loved dancing --anything
to entertain. That was Gwen’. On
the other hand, one of her fans
has stated ‘I think she's great. And
being a woman, and in power, I
just think she's fabulous. She
looks incredible, too’.

Nicole Saldivar, another fan has said
‘Gwen is amazing. Everything she
does, she touches from 'The Voice' to
her makeup toher music has been
my childhood to my adulthood, is
my life’. And his husband the
country artist has praised her by
saying ‘Songwriting is her favorite
thing to do and she happens to be
exceptionally talented at it’.
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MADONNA SETS THE STAGE ON FIRE AT THE
CELEBRATION TOUR IN LONDON

The pop superstar released her celebration tour in London with a
performance that was dedicated to her full catalog of hits.
Madonna, the sixty-five-year-old musician is out on the road for
the first time since 2020 along with her global tour of celebration
after she had to postpone the tour at the last moment due to her
serious health-related issues as she had to be hospitalized.

Madonna radiantly performed for more than two hours as some of
her children and the dancers helped the majestic performer blaze
through her catalog of songs, including several hits like ‘Hung Up’,
‘Ray of Light’, ‘Bad Girl’, and ‘Holiday’. She looked splendid in her
breathtaking costume. Additionally, it was in 1995 when she last
performed on ‘Bedtime Story’ and did ‘Mother and Father’ and
‘Die Another Day’ in 2004, also sang ‘Live To Tell’ for the first time
after performing last in 2006.

However, Fans had to wait for half an hour for the pop star to
arrive on stage in delay without any complaints as they had been
waiting for the moment for so long to experience the thrill the
brilliantly charming artist offered to deliver whenever performing
on stage. She acknowledged the difficulties before opening with a
stock of hits. The phenomenal singer said, ‘How did I make it this
far? Because of you,’ continued adding, ‘But I will take a bit of

credit, too.’The global star shared about her
health issues during the show time, saying, ‘I
didn’t think I was going to make it,’ moreover
added, ‘I forgot five days of my life — or death, I
didn’t really know where I was… My children
were there — and my children always save me
every time… I have got to be there for my
children – I have to survive for them.’ then she
drove the crowd crazy as she performed Gloria
Gaynor’s ‘I Will Survive.’ And the audience
joined in too.

Well, while performing on stage the iconic
singer also shared her opinion on the ongoing
war between Hamas and Israel, saying, ‘It breaks
my heart watching what’s happening in Israel
and Palestine,’ continued sharing, ‘It breaks my
heart to see children suffering, teenagers
suffering, elderly people suffering. All of it is
heartbreaking, okay? I’m sure you agree. Even
though our hearts are broken, our spirits cannot
be broken. Are you with me?Moreover, Carla
Nobre of Nottingham, 38 shared that
experiencing Madonna performing on stage had
been on her bucket list forever. Another one
from the audience Jenni Purple talked about her
first ever Madonna Live show, and said,
‘absolutely incredible.’ Added, ‘I loved all the
medleys, I loved the costumes, I loved all the
dances,’
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Yung Miami
Responded
To
Charlamagne
After
Winning The
Best                
Hip-Hop
Award

The BET Hip-Hop Awards has been
recently held in Atlanta on 3rd
October. This year, the City Girls
rapper Yung Miami bagged the Best
Hip-Hop Awards for the second
time. Her phenomenal work has
helped her to captivate the hearts
of the listeners. And for that
reason, she achieved the award for
the second time in a row.
After winning the award, Young
Miami had to face much criticism,
which is quite surprising. The
Breakfast Club host, Charlamagne
has said ‘We gotta stop…Salute to
Caresha. I love Yung Miami to
death, but come on now. Two years
in a row? I got mad love for Caresha
but you’ve got platforms that come
out daily, and you’ve got platforms
that come out weekly’.

Charlamagne has publicly said her
partner sponsored the show and

that is why she has gotten the
award. This direct accusation has
made the whole scenario much
more complicated for everyone. In
this comment, Young Miami has
said from the The Neighborhood
TalkInstagram handle ‘YALL
LEAVE ME TF ALONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!’
Charlamagne’s comment has
disturbed Caresha immensely.

Some fans have also responded
toCharlamagne’s post and said
‘Just disrespectful’ and another
one has stated ‘She did not
deserve that over the other
nominees’. Just like this, Yung
Miami has gotten many negative
comments from many people. And
on that, she has spoken more and
said ‘Damn y’all hate me bad but
God keep blessing me’ with two
blushing emojis.
Many people have shared their
opinion as Yung Miami has gotten
the Best Hip-Hop Awards but all
these can’t stop her. The City Girls
is a duo that consists of Yung
Miami and JT. Both the artists are
rappers who are showcasing their
talent with magnificent musical

works. Recently, this duo is getting
ready for their new album, named
R.A.W. (Real A** Wh*res). The album
is going to be released on the 20th of
October 2023.

City Girls have announced that their
new album is called 'R.A.W. (Real A**
Wh*res)' ?

This new up-and-coming album is
creating a huge buzz among
everyone. Previously, in this year,
they have released a few songs from
the album. Those soundtracks are
‘Piñata’, ‘I Need A Thug’, ‘No Bars’,
and ‘Face Down’. All of them have
gotten a massive response from the
listeners. Thus, it can be said, that
no comments can diminish the spark
of Yung Miami.
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